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Welcome to a new season at DKRFC!
And to the 21st Century!

Online Match Day Programme.
At the start of this season we are continuing with the Online Match 
Day Programme. This programme will be available on the Thursday 
prior to a home game so you can have a read before you come 
down. It is also compatible with a mobile phone! You can 
search www.dkrugby.co.uk hit the INFO tab then Match-Day 
Programme or use the QR Code displayed around the club on match 
days. The web address will remain the same all season so put it into 
your favourites!
So why are we doing this?
Well there are a few reasons:
On a match day we see programmes left around, even before the 
kick-off! Online will reduce wastage.
We pay a considerable amount of money for printing, Online costs 
nothing but time and effort.
If details change after it has been sent to the printers, we can’t 
change it, with online we can make changes right up to kick off.
No hard copy programmes will be available on the day, online will be 
available on the Thursday and remain online until the following 
home game.
Check out the online version here:
CLICK HERE

http://www.dkrugby.co.uk/
https://dkrugby.rfu.club/information/match-day-programme
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President’s Message – season 2021 -
2022

I know all will agree that the past 18 
months have been a most painful 
experience affecting each & every one 
of us - sadly some more than others. 
In many ways it is difficult to 
comprehend exactly what has 
happened since the forced suspension 
of all sports in early March 2020. 
Indeed I‘m sure at times we may have 
thought it would never end, but, 
thankfully, we are back at last and I’m 
delighted to be able to extend a very 
warm welcome to all players, 
coaches, supporters and visitors for 
another season of rugby at Dudley 
Kingswinforrd RFC.
Despite the extended periods of 

lockdown our management team 
have been busy and you will see many 
improvements in and around the 
clubhouse and grounds. The patio 
area around the front of the 
clubhouse has been completely 
refurbished and new security gates 
have been erected at the main 
entrance. All in-line with the sound 
and prudent management structures, 
designed to underpin and develop the 
club’s vital revenue steam’s over the 
coming years.

When the 2019-2020 season was suspended 
we were riding high at the top of Midlands 1 
West which in turn rewarded us with a hard 
earned, well-deserved promotion following 
several seasons of near misses in play-off’s. 
This year we will play at - Level 5 - in 
Midlands Premier league where for the first 
time we will lock horns with – Oundle, 
Sheffield & Doncaster Pheonix. We renew 
acquaintances with – Syston, Paviors & 
Sandbach.& eagerly anticipate 
recommencing hostilities once more with 
old adversaries – Scunthorpe, Broad St, 
Burton & Nuneaton. In addition we have the 
‘spice’ of local derby games against our near 
neighbours Newport, Bromsgrove & 
Bridgnorth.
So at last we look forward to a new season 
with much anticipation as all clubs will begin 
with much uncertainty following the long 
lay-off. For our part our coaching staff have 
a strengthened the playing squad ensuring 
competition for places will be tough as 
established team members are challenged 
by emerging younger players developed 
from within the clubs burgeoning Youth 
section & successful Colts team.
One thing is certain, that there will be no 

easy games. More than ever before we 
await a new season of challenging 
competitive rugby - bring it on – oh how 
we’ve missed it!
As ever we promise all visitors a warm, 

friendly welcome & we look forward to a 
season full of hard fought rugby played 
within the true spirit of the game.
We are proud of our reputation for pre & 

post-match hospitality - all are welcome. 
Above all enjoy your visit to DK.
Ken Crane – DKRFC President
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SELECTION FROM THE GALLERY
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Editors Choice - Photo of the Week 

Our Sponsors
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A few thoughts from our DoR

Last weeks game was always going to be a arm-

wrestle of a fixture.

The weather forecasters were correct and depending 

on where on the pitch you were the wind seemed to 

be blowing in varying directions. But as we say it’s 

the same for both teams.

A tight first half saw us go in trailing by only 4 points. Having probably been on 

the worst side of the weather we had to be pleased with the score. The previous 

week had seen us put in a dogged performance in the second period against 

Doncaster. The same would be needed again. 

November has seen us hit with a mounting list of injuries. We have had to shuffle 

players positionally to try to balance the team. Also, we have had to draft in 

players where it is their first experience of playing at this level.

Again, early injuries and a yellow card in the second half against Syston saw us 

put under pressure and finally lost the game.

Another big challenge faces us this week in the form of Newport. It is 

traditionally  always a tough game against them and they are in the top of the 

table battle at present. We will again be fielding a much-changed side due to 

more injuries. For the younger players coming in they need to take the 

opportunity to impress and learn from this experience. 

Darth Shill

Sponsor a DK Player
If you would like to join our 
supporters and help one of 
our DK 1st XV this season,
please contact Gail email: 
dkrfcsponsorship@gmail.co
m 💻
Look forward to hearing 
from you!
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The history of the rugby ball
The history of the rugby ball goes back to some of the first games in the sport at Rugby School, 
where Richard Lindon and Bernardo Solano used pigs’ bladders and leather casings. The 
original rugby balls were more plum shaped than oval. The pig’s bladder was inflated by mouth 
via the stem of a clay pipe then surrounded by panels of stitched leather, and the ball was not 
of a uniform size due to the variations in pig bladders used.
Lindon opened his first boot and shoemaker business at 6/6a Lawrence 
Sheriff Street, Rugby, England, straight across the road from the now 
famous Rugby School. Originally, Lindon supplied footwear to the people of 
Rugby, including staff and students at the School. Lindon’s wife was 
responsible for inflating the pigs’ bladders. Unfortunately, this job didn’t 
exactly meet current health and safety standards; if the bladder was 
diseased, this was going into Mrs Lindon’s lungs. Eventually Mrs Lindon fell

The Rugby School wanted an oval ball produced to further distinguish their 
game from that of soccer football, so Lindon designed a more egg-shaped 
buttonless ball to be manufactured. This was the first specifically designed 
four-panel rugby ball and the start of sizes being standardised. In 1892 the 
RFU made it compulsory for all rugby balls to be oval in shape. At the same 
time as all this was happening, Gilbert were manufacturing rugby balls to be 
used at Rugby School and by 1877 the family business was hand-stitching 
over 2,800 balls a year. ‘Gilberts’ then began exporting their balls to Australia 
as the sport itself was growing. William Gilbert

William Gilbert, a boot and shoemaker born in 1799, had established his business in High 
Street, Rugby, early in the 19th century and it was a only a small diversification from repairing 
the shoes of Rugby School boys to making leather casings for their footballs

ill as a result and later passed away. Roughly around 1862 Richard Lindon was desperate to 
find a replacement for the pig’s bladder and used an India rubber bladder instead. India rubber 
was too tough to inflate by mouth and so having been inspired by air syringes, he created a 
larger brass version to inflate his rugby balls.

The Gilbert ‘Match’ ball soon became the preferred choice of most international teams and by 
1970 the company began to manufacture the balls in white as well as the traditional leather 
colour previously used. Eventually, in 1980 leather casings were replaced with synthetic 
materials in times of poor weather conditions, including the new Gilbert ‘Barbarian’ ball. 
However, all leather balls were later phased out. In 1994 Gilbert first began using the coloured
‘trims’ that have become so iconic in the sport of rugby. Their rugby balls have been used in 
every Rugby World Cup since 1995. Other businesses have also forayed into the rugby ball 
market with Adidas, Mitre and Webb Ellis all making headway in particular tournaments and 
competitions, but for many the Gilbert brand remains synonymous with rugby and rugby balls. 
The humble rugby ball is just a small footnote in the glorious history of the sport, but its past 
really is fascinating. It will continue to change and to evolve, just as the game does, but it’s 
come an awfully long way since its primitive beginnings.
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This Season:

Team Stats This Season
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Name:  Joe Dunn

Position: Scrum Half 

Previous Clubs: None

🔹What is your favourite movie?

🔸 Shutter Island 🎬

🔹Who is your rugby icon?

🔸 Jonny Wilkinson 🏉

🔹Where is your dream holiday destination?

🔸 Fiji✈️

🔹What’s your go to cocktail?

🔸 Espresso Martini 🍸

🔹If you could be an animal what would it be?

🔸 Cheetah🐆

🔹What is your favourite song/band?

🔸 Red Hot Chili Peppers / Can’t Stop 🎤

🔹What is the best ground you have played on or been to? 

🔸 Heathbrook of course! 🏟

🔹Do you have (or did have in your playing days) a pre-game ritual?

🔸 Nope

🔹One sentence to describe how ‘great’ it is to be back training/playing rugby.

🔸Couldn’t be happier to be back! 😊
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DKRFC 1st XV Team Selection
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Newport (Salop) RFC 
TEAM SELECTION

1 Loose Head NIXON
2 Hooker COWELL (capt)
3 Tight Head WILSON
4 Lock GOULSON
5 Lock HUBBART
6 Blind Side BUCKLEY
7 Open Side MAHONEY

8 No 8 TAYLOR
9 Scrum Half ADAMS
10 Fly Half CASTLEDINE
11 Left Wing RAYABO
12 Inside Centre VAKA

13 Outside Centre LEONARD
14 Right Wing GOW
15 Full Back ELLIOT
16 Replacement MANNING
17 Replacement MORTON
18 Replacement NAWAQALVIA

Todays Referee
Midlands Group


